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EVEA Tourisme and MALICE® online Tool 
Make costs savings with environmental savings 

 

EVEA Tourisme: 
 

EVEA Tourisme is a consultant company specialized in innovative solutions in sustainable development for the tourist sector. 

Based in Nantes, in the Loire Valley, we intervene in France and worldwide for several types of client: institutions, 

accommodation establishments, restaurants, spas... 

Our missions:  

1. To improve environmental and economic performance for the tourism sector.  

2. To deliver practical tools, based on fundamental techniques. 

3. To share and spread knowledge to everybody. 

 

Hubert Vendeville, CEO of EVEA Tourisme, is graduated in sciences of materials engineering, and also with Master degree 

in strategy sustainable development. Hubert works as a project director, consultant and trainer on the development and 

implementation of programs with local tourism associations, companies and government departments such as ( ministry, 

UNEP, hotel group and other). Since 2006 Hubert has developed the software MALICE®, web tool dedicated for the tourism 

industry to reduce costs and maximize environmental performances. MALICE® delivers the environmental tag for hotel 

industry in France. 

 

Main References of EVEA Tourisme:  
 

Regional Tourism Committee of Paris-Ile de France, transfer of skills on environmental 

display with MALICE® 

Deployment Environmental tag on the Region: training and skill transfer to the public consultants, 

hotel recruitment, auditing of hotels, elaboration of business plans with MALICE®  

 

Chamber of Commerce of Auvergne region, transfer of skills on environmental display 

with MALICE® 

Deployment Environmental tag on the Region: training and skill transfer to the public consultants, 

hotel recruitment, auditing of hotels, elaboration of business plans with MALICE®  

 

Product Environmental Footprint for Hotel elaboration, Ministry of Ecology, more than 60 

accommodations in France, co animation of the steering of the experimentation project of 

environmental display for the hotel business sector in preparation for regulation. Creation of the 

methodology, format of the display, piloting the customer and professional survey and publication of 

the final report. EVEA Tourisme is the work group secretary of the steering committee of the French 

PEF for hotels. Creation of an analytic online tool which calculate the environmental tag and 

associated costs : MALICE®. More than 60 tagged hotels at the end of June 2013. 

 

Best Western France,  

Best Western assists the hotel of the cooperative to European Eco-label and environment tag 

project. EVEA Tourisme has trained the sustainable development managers to use MALICE® 

software and provides MALICE®. EVEA Tourisme has developed an add-on on MALICE® with a 

dedicaded interface to the EU Eco-label management. 

  

 

UNEP and Conseil Général of Loire Atlantique  

Constitution of the Green Passport project in Loire Atlantique: EVA Tourisme is piloting several sustainable projects to 

facilitate responsible innovation. EVEA Tourisme is in charge of 4 projects: Environmental tag of the hotels, Creation of an 

environmental tag for restaurants and catering, Ecodesign of the laundry services for hotel and ecodesign of breakfasts. 
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Presentation of MALICE® software 
 

MALICE® is an online tool edited and developed by EVEA. This software permits very precise analysis of your expenses and 

your environmental footprint. A module for simulations is integrated into the application, and it also permits to set up plans of 

action on several years. 

 

The goals of MALICE®: 

 

 Help to reduce the costs and environmental impacts of tourist accommodation and restaurants. 
 Help to communicate about the environmental performance to the customers, the staff and the decision-makers of 

the country. Thanks to the environmental tag. 
 Facilitate managing  of European Eco-label 
 Provide a tool for managing a network, territory or chain 

 

Today in France, there are over sixty hotels and restaurants which used the environmental tag. 

 

The software toolbox consists of three separate tools 

 

 The Environmental Tag 
 The European Eco-label Tool: You manage the European Eco-label  
 The Reporting Tool: You manage your action plan and statistics on your network or territory 

 

Philosophy  
 

Our consultants audit lodging facilities and catering activities to check their environmental performance. We have created our 

own support tool Malice® to obtain a accurate and reliable analysis. 

 

This web tool is accessible on line which is innovative and one of the only kind available on the market. Using Malice®, we 

can calculate precisely what expenditure items and the most important place they occupy financially and environmentally in 

the overall consumption of the facility. 

 

It is possible to make a simulation and anticipate an action plan. 

 

Malice® is distributed since April 2012 to consulting firms, hotel chains, and institutional communities. We train project 

managers to share knowledge and contribute to the democratization of sustainable development for tourism professionals. 

 

Malice® therefore boosts the consulting industry by its full use: environmental and economic audit, action plan, 

communication and certification (European eco label and environmental tag). 

 

How it works? 
 

MALICE® relies on a database of over thousand appliances and purchases used by accommodation. Each device is 

described by several parameters: mass, cost, usage time, power in kW ... When a accommodation is described in Malice®, 

automatically it calculates the impacts, costs and consumption by working station and even by practice to practice. 

 

MALICE® contains an automatic system which calculates figures of all impacts and costs, which allows us to make precise 

statements of the different places divided by type of expense. There is therefore no risk assessment and the 

recommendations are based on reliable estimates. The software has the advantage of evaluating the financial savings that 

represent changes in practice. We can compare several solutions and establish clear results environmentally and financially 

anticipating a business plan. 

MALICE® is scalable: the auditing solution will soon be strengthened by additional modules: catering, spa or reporting for 

example 
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Figure : Example of an environmental tag made for a French hotel based in Nantes 

 

Description of environmental impact calculation interface 
 

Data Gathering 

 

The environmental data gathering interface describes all the practices of the establishment by indicating: 

 General data (attendance, energy rates, water, practices of waste sorting, laundry…) 

 Technical data, description of settled equipments (lighting, water, heating) 

 Purchases data (description of the food consumables for the breakfast, welcome kit, cleaning product and textile) 
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Assessment 

 

This working interface permits to analyze all costs and impacts of the activity on the following indicators: 

 Total annual cost, in euro (investment, functioning and renewal of the device)  

 Greenhouse gas (GHG) Emissions, in kg CO2e 

 Waste generation, by type of waste in kg 

 Water consumption in liter 

 Energy consumption in kWh of primary energy 

 Percentage of organic and Eco-label products used by the accommodation 

 

Tables and graphs permit to analyze the establishment by indicator, by contributor (water, heating, food …), in an overall 

view and by each practice. It is also possible to analyze impacts and associated costs, practice by practice or equipment by 

equipment. 

 

Results are presented in the form of environmental tag, tables and graphs. 
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Business Plan 

 

The interface of simulation is an interface of data capture to simulate changes of practices to be made, even that initial audit 

interface, the simulation permit to calculate all the expected economic and environmental savings, practice by practice. 

The interface of action plan gives detail simply on all the actions simulated in the form of boards presenting economic and 

environmental gains. It is then possible for the operator to plan annually actions to set up and to make a dashboard over 

several years indicating annual investments and expected savings. 

 

 

 
The profit related to the environmental display step:  
 

The average savings in the hotels engaged in the program since the beginning are: 

 Energy : 22% or 7.7 kWh ep per guest night 
 

 Water : 20% or 35 liters of water per guest night 
 

 Health, products used : +30% of organic/eco-labeled  products 
 

 Climate change : 17% or 1kg C02 per guest night 
 

 Waste : 27% or 65g of trash per guest night 
 

 Money : 7% or 0.5 to 2€ cost savings per guest night 
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The Reporting interface on MALICE® 
 

 

The aim of this interface is strengthening all the environmental information of a network, a chain or a territory. It contains two 

parts: 

- An interface of individual data collection by accommodation, provide all establishments of the concerned network 

- An interface of consolidation which allow to work on the global analysis of data collection to the establishments 
 

Interface of collection individualized and simplified:  

This interface is actually a form of simplified collection, made available of all establishments who participated. It offers to 

collect information about:  

- The establishment configuration (activities, m2, m2 of green area, etc.) 

- The economic performance of the establishment (number of overnight stays, received people, turnover achieved, 
occupation rate, expenses by type of post, etc.) 

- The environmental performance (energy consumption by type of energy and associated price list, types of 
products, water consumption, etc.) 

The goal of this interface is to collect relevant information to be ran in a limited input time for the participants (a half day at 

top), hence the name “simplified”. 

 

Interface of consolidation 

This is about letting a qualified person interpret the entire collected data on her network. She has then the possibility to: 

- Add impacts or indicators on the whole fleet of establishments 

- Average, create ratios, for example, the quantity of consumed energy by square meter or by overnight stay, in kWh 
or kWh of primary energy, or by type of energy 

- Compare yourself to samples in the sector, modeled in others projects presents in MALICE® 
Indeed, all data are accumulated in an anonymous database but are used to create statistics by category or 

typology of establishment. 

- Follow the evolution over a period by comparing two different consolidations, for example year 2012 and 2013 

  

  Hotel 1 

Hotel 2 

Hotel 3 

Hotel 4 

Hotel 5 
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The European Eco-label tool application on MALICE® 
 

The Eco-label tool is designed to answer the needs of different users: 

 

For the touristic accommodation: This tool reduces the time and costs allocated to the establishment or renewal of EL. 

This allows to easily delegate the implementation of actions to the team, and contributes to the sustainable eco-labelisation. 

This tool reduces time and costs allocated to the establishment or renewal of the file, and can easily delegate the 

implementation of actions to the team, and contribute to the eco-sustainable labelisation. Different features have been 

developed to guide the hosts in their certification process: self-diagnosis, explanation of the criteria of the standard, suitable 

action plan templates evidence and online backup its supporting. 

 

For the decision-makers of the country, this tool allows a more efficient approach to the labelling of the tourist 

accommodations on the territory by making European Eco-label more accessible for the accommodation. The tool can be 

supplied to the country in the selected language very quickly, thanks to that you can deploy the label promptly.  

The software also has a monitoring interface which allows the data consolidation of the various establishments. This makes 

the environmental and economic impacts of the tourist accommodations on the territory visible through a series of statistics 

and analysis graphs (charts). 

 

For the auditors, this tool allows to look at the accommodations dossier directly on-line thanks to a specific access. This 

interface can also be adapted according to the needs of the countries: on-line publishing of audit reports… Furthermore, the 

on-line criteria deciphering allows you to reduce the individual information requests and to release time to the auditors." 

 

Contact : 

EVEA Tourisme, 

9 rue des Olivettes 

44000 Nantes 

France 

 

+33 2 40 74 69 24 

h.vendeville@evea-tourisme.com 

 


